NEW MEMBER INTRODUCTION
An invitation only service by Up

Dear Job Seeker
The following pages outline the benefits to you of being ‘sponsored’ to receive
Membership to the Up Research platform and other services provided by Up, an
invitation only Membership, which you now may have the option of enrolling in,
cost free.
Why am I being sponsored?
In short, your sponsor sees a lot of value in your experience. Whilst the best
most recruitment firms can do is offer to put you on a database and call you if
something becomes available, your sponsor genuinely would like to play a key
part in helping you secure another job opportunity as well as helping you build
your career over the longer term if appropriate.
We trust you find this approach and support refreshing and of high value. Again,
being sponsored does not cost you. Differently, candidates that are not
sponsored and wish to enrol need to pay for membership and undergo a
stringent assessment. The substantial costs we incur in supporting a Member are
recouped by our firm by securing placement fees paid by employers that we
introduce Members to via the platform (should they wish to hire a Member).
This financially motivates our team in supporting the Member in their job hunt.

Our Support Team create and tailor best practice strategic marketing documents
for Members and a host of other material used in securing roles. The platform,
(under the member’s control) facilitates the submitting of job applications and
approach letters to a myriad of organisations from Employers, Recruitment and
Search Firms, Private Equity Groups and even to Associations and Government
Entities.
Liked LinkedIn, Up can advertise the profiles of executives online (optional).
Different to LinkedIn, we doesn’t have the spamming issues many people
experience in being a LinkedIn Member. Correspondence job seekers receive is
directly related to their job hunt.
The platform maps, tracks and analyses a job seeker’s progress. This user friendly
system also structures and strategies the job-hunt as well as training executives
in best practice ‘interviewing’. Up Research also includes a library of Training
Modules, individualised for what job seekers need most when they need it. Our
market coverage and ‘intelligence’ is unprecedented. The quality, speed and
capacity of marketing our system facilitates for executives is unsurpassed by any
offering, system or website we’re aware of today.

It’s commonly thought that we can facilitate more marketing in 1 month than
an average executives can do in 6 to 18 months.

About Up Research
Member Dashboard
Up Research is a proprietary designed Career Development System. Up Research
cost in excess of $2.5 million to develop. It is dynamite for job seekers and
without comparison, delivering a service to job seekers that represents at least
ten fold more value than anything else available in the market place today.
Sponsored candidates, in using Up Research’s platform, ‘help themselves’ to
‘opportunities’ that our Team and their proprietary systems and technologies
source. Many candidates feel Up Research sources more opportunities in a
month than what an average candidate can source in 12 plus months.
Up Research is a fully integrated, mostly automated, end to end, full service,
intelligent, online Global Job Find and Career Development System platform
which sources both advertised and hidden jobs and opportunities locally and
globally.

Our platform includes a ‘Dashboard’, an intuitive online control panel making its
use remarkably easy for Members and potential hiring managers. It’s accessible
from anywhere in the world where there is a live internet connection; a mobile
application is expected to be launched shortly.
Representation and Negotiation Support.
The Up Research Team can also where required negotiate salaries and
employment terms on Members’ behalf. All this is facilitated through Up
Research. Sponsors are also encouraged to participate in this.

Superior Strategies
Up’s strategies are vastly superior. Our strategic advice and training material is
suitable for all staff levels though, though it’s especially valuable to executives
that often require very different packaging and strategies when compared to the
requirements of junior staff.
Unequalled Databases and Search Functionality
Up’s databases (and thus our coverage of jobs and opportunities) are substantial.
Our databases include in excess of 3 million Employers, greater than 5 million
potential Hiring Managers, more than 150,000 Recruiters and Search
Consultants, over 6,000 Private Equity individuals; all in all more than 10 million
potential Hiring Managers at a Job Seeker’s fingertips. Imagine being able to, in
seconds, find roles locally or globally that suit your own personal job search
criteria, from employer size, location, industry, financials, job function, seniority,
salary to title.
Our Jobs and Opportunities database (a private – for ‘Members Only’
database) is one of the most comprehensive and accessible jobs database in
the world.

There is no other database or system to our knowledge on the planet that
provides this intelligence, insight, coverage and functionality of Up Research™.
Supercharged and User Friendly Systems and Interface
Up Research has an easy to use online Member Control Panel or Interface that
accelerates and simplifies everything from viewing jobs to lodging and tracking
Applications, Approaches and Interviews, to Self-paced Training and Interview
Preparation.
Quick Setup, Minimal Inconvenience
New Members can usually set themselves up in under three hours after receiving
a 30 minute Member Induction session over the phone.

Note to candidates being made redundant. Candidates that are being made
redundant need to email us to inform us of this. A different level of service may
be on offer to candidates being made redundant.

industry knowledge, quality of businesses you’ve been involved in, your core
skills and more importantly the actual obstacles to growth that you remove.
It’s not what you’ve done, but what you can do which is more important.

A TYPICAL MEMBER PROGRAM ROLLED OUT*.
The following is a broad outline of how a typical Member Programs is executed.
The ‘behind the scene’ processes and work that our team performs will take too
long to outline here. Members find this process fairly ‘seamless’ and logical.
1.

Research Action Plan. Our Team then compiles your Research Action
Plan which includes what advertised and unadvertised roles or opportunities
the platform hunts down for you. In this process we cast a net over these
organisations across the geographies you’d like to work using some
innovative strategies and proprietary technologies. Setting each Member up
on our backend system usually takes one full day as it requires setting up a
host of complex search functions, alerts, documents etc.

4.

Marketing Action Plan. Our Marketing Team then compiles a suggested
Marketing Action Plan which is the ‘when, where, why and how’ do you
approach market participants e.g. CEOs, Board Members, ‘Heads of’ to HR
and Line Managers.

Induction. Once you have joined up, submitted an acceptable resume and
passed our assessment, we will then book you in for a Member Induction
with a team member over Skype or a landline.
A Team Member will discuss with you your career requirements, resume,
skills, experience, history to ‘unbundle’ your value further. This is an
important part of our ‘Candidate Familiarisation Process’. We will also
familiarise you with using the Up Research platform; for example how to flag
opportunities and how to execute your marketing campaign.

2.

3.

Strategic Marketing Documents. Once your resume is completed we will
then compile your Strategic Marketing Documents all of which need to be
approved by you. These documents are in part how we secure interest and
win the ‘hearts and minds’ of interviewers be they HR, Line Managers, PE
Backers or Board Members. It’s critical these documents communicate your
‘relevance’ to employers, on top of your skill-set. We focus in part on your

These also include secondary links; people who whilst may not be in a
position to directly hire you, can certainly influence the decision to hire
and/or garnish further support and/or key information for you.

5.

Flagging. Through using Up Research’s extensive databases (’Jobs and
Opportunities’ Database as well as Employer, Recruiter and Private Equity
Databases) we flag all the above jobs, opportunities, individuals, companies
and industries that are of relevance.

Once you’re interviewing the question becomes ‘Why should we hire you
instead of someone else?”.
At this point it becomes critical to learn about other competing candidates,
their perceived strengths and weaknesses through the eyes of the
interviewers, and how to take these competitors out of the selection
process. Interview coaching (what we call ‘strategy sessions’) is firstly
generic and then as
interviews
are
generated, coaching
and
strategy
development
becomes
more
company and role
specific.
Our
platform
also
includes the world’s
best Training Library encompassing the above and an arsenal of other
strategies and know-how.

Using Up Research we then roll out the Marketing Action Plan at a level,
volume, frequency, sensitivity and confidentiality that each individual
Member
requires. Our
platform
has
most of the
individual
particulars of
people we need
to
contact.
Backing up this
system we have
a team of ten Research Assistants that constantly trawl for information and
contact details of people as required. New companies that appear to our
attention are then further researched and added for Members’ benefit. Our
team use advanced analytics which help us identify areas needing
improvement to optimise each Member’s results.
6.

Reporting. All marketing and activity is open and transparent. Members can
login to the system 24/7 and check the individuals and companies the
platform has flagged to approach, as well as all the advertised and hidden
jobs our research has found.
Members can view all their marketing and monitor their own progress. They
can also make extensive notes and tailored correspondence via the
platform. All reporting is in real-time and also accessible 24/7.

7.

Interview Preparation. As interviews are generated, a Team Member
trained in ‘Interview Judo’ takes Members through a host of strategies
(including role-plays if required) to communicate your unique value, to
disarm aggressors (those people who don’t support your candidacy) as well
as very importantly to take competing candidates out of the selection
process. Importantly, people only interview those people who they know
can do the job.

Members can access these Training Modules at their own pace. Your
Support Team will monitor your learning progress ensuring you have been
adequately prepared for each stage of the interview process.
8.

Interviewer Correspondence. Throughout this process our Support Team
compiles extra strategic correspondence to interviewers before and/or after
your interviews as required for example to overcome objections and
emphasise unique value and fit.

9.

Negotiations. Following this our Team train the Member in negotiating their
terms of employment and salary.
The above process is a guideline only. The process is further tailored to suit
Members individual requirements and also their required levels of
confidentiality.

*Platinum Members only.

‘Street Cred’. There is a long list of candidates that can vouch for this service;
candidates from Accenture, Leighton’s, BHP, Government, Telstra, Parmalat,
AIG, NAB, CBA, Suncorp, Lend lease, Mayne Group, Qantas, E&Y, PWC to
BlueScope etc. Members are in middle management to many at Board level
including Chairs. Consultants also regularly use the platform.

Key Benefits:
Speed • Reach • Capability
• Patented Job Search Technology; the only system in the
world that sources the masses of hidden jobs otherwise
unadvertised, thought to be 70+ percent of vacancies.
• Your own personal Research, Packaging, Strategy and
Marketing Team.
• Intensive local and global reach*.
• One of the globes’ largest database of Recruitment Firms,
Search Firms, Employers, Private Equity Groups and
Associations.
• Global best practice resumes.
• A library of best practice marketing documents and
document creation software.
• Planet’s most sophisticated user friendly Online Project
Management software for optimising employment outcomes
and performance tracking.
• Intimate support; World’s best executive coaches and
‘Interview Strategists’.
• Rapid and easy set-up.
• Intimate administrative support.
• Partner with a team that is genuinely interested in growing
your career and securing you your next role.
*Separate conditions apply for international searches and Platinum
Members.

